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Meeting greater expectations of service standards
Customers must no
longer be viewed as
individuals, but as
communities: don
CUSTOMERS of today are
more demanding than ever
before. Firms must know
when to stand their ground
even as they strive to meet
these needs.
The modern customers
have been spoilt by digital
conveniences and are in
creasingly demanding in
stant service from provid
ers.
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cus groups become unnec
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tations has been crucial to
industry

and this is a key learning
point for the service indus
try, he noted.

ply monitor customers' con
versations with one anoth
er online.
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When small-time singer

There is now much high
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ar," added Prof Libai.
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it much harder to meet

quickly went viral. Upload
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these goals, said Mr Yuen.
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taurant's attention.

providers are partly to

turned into a significant

new power. Justin Quek,

blame.
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Mr Yuen agrees: "We

the airline.

finds that of his customers,

need to learn how to differ

many who complain are

entiate whether it is noise -

simply out for a free meal.

that just 2 or 3 per cent of

"We have conditioned
our customers to expect
more and more. We are

"I see (social media) as
part of the power battle be

part of the ecosystem. We

tween consumers and ser

Identifying and dealing

have to accept it and live

the people are complaining

vice providers and manufac

with unreasonable custom

-or ... whether we have a
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ers will only become more

major

up and hit for the next
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where the majority of the

Consumers have

service
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than they used to have 30

Chef Quek believes that

years ago and they enjoy

he is able to do so by taking

in the Prime Minister's Of

every minute of it," said

time to chat with his cus

Marc Dardenne, chief ex

fice, agrees. Proper man-
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ecutive officer at Patina Ho-

peak."
Lim Swee Say, Minister

than

control. And it's non-line

and companies are finding

He said that the service

complicated

customers are upset with
us."

tels and Resorts, related an
encounter he had with a
pair of abusive customers
while he was still an assist
ant manager. Staff error
was involved in the inci
dent, but the two had been
so unreasonable that the
general manager finally
made the decision to throw
the guests out.
Looking back at the inci
dent, Mr Dardenne sees an
important lesson for em
ployers. "I really respect
(the general manager) a
100 per cent, because he
stood up for me. I would do
that for my employees."
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I'll see it tomorrow ... With
technology, you get a lot
more precise. There is no
more guesswork," said Mr
Yuen.
Similarly, a new era ol
customer support places its
emphasis on providing the
online infrastructure, so
that customers can help
one another.
Apple,

for

instance,

maintains the Apple Sup
port Communities, a forum
where customers answer
one another's questions.
Participants are awarded
points for quality posts.
These points, in turn, un
lock special privileges, such
as access to an exclusive vir
tual lounge. In doing so, Ap
ple effectively outsources
customer support to its cus
tomers.
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